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New decimal scientific calendar prepared, by Pawan Kumar and Neeraj Bagga
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Science for the people
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Is Indian science going to make a global breakthrough in 2006?, by Dr. RA Mashelkar
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Nano-medics will come to the aid of wounded soldiers
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Think Small, by Jia Chen
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2020 Vision, by William E. Halal
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Greeks will rejoice in 2006 with technology getting simpler for a change
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Indian scientist named inventor of the year
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Group: Research and Development

Read your Genome Patri, by Narayani Ganesh
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Focus on N-energy, by Shubha Singh
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Will we swim or sink ?, by Narayani Ganesh
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Urban heat waves will get hotter and last longer
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Energy policy draft being readied, by P.Sunderarajan
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Alternative fuel
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Plastic solar cells, by S.S.Verma
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Challenges to energy security, by T. Ramakrishnan
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Environment-friendly plastic in the offing
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Group: Agriculture, Biotechnology, Life Sciences

Punjab farmers see profit in castor plantation, by Ajay Banerjee
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Tele-medicine system to hit all districts in Punjab soon
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Stem cells singing herald new era in genetics, by Alok Jha and James Ranerson
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Punjab’s thrust on diversification in farm sector
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Growing paddy straw mushroom, by G. Sangeetha
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Ashwagandha : a valuable plant used in Indian medicine, by M.J. Prabu
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Haryana main banega nano-technology park (HindI)
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Most IT firms want to have Mohali address
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Designing in 3D? The way ahead
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Technology seen abetting manipulation of research, by Gareth Cook
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Accelerating Windows XP, by Ashish Bhatia
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**Group: Electronics, Communication Instrumentation**

Future home mobile home, by Rajiv Saini
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Virtual microscope
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Cell phones bridge the digital divide, by Swaminathan S Anklesaria Aiyar
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**Group: Mechanical Automobile Engineering**

M buys UK- based forging group stokes
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Car chura bhee lee to chala nahee paigey chorr (Hindi), by Sekher Ghosh
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**Group: Space and Aeronautics**

Indian mission to moon by 2008 says scientist
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Space capsule returns to Earth with first comet samples
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Soremandal key raheson sey aab utheyga parda (Hindi)
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NASA mission to Pluto set for launch, by Mike Toner
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IAF prepares 25-year technology roadmap, by Dr. R.C. Sharda
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Mission Pluto to explore final frontier
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Towards air-breathing rockets, by R. Prasad
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Group: Vocational-Career Guidance

CAT’s out but who will bell it?
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Shape your talent in graphic designing, by Nikita Singh
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Log into world of web writing, by Arun Khetrapal
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By the people, by Kunal Guha
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The idiots guide to successful interviews, by Abhimanyu Acharya
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Sell yourself in 30 seconds, by Abhimanyu Acharya
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One test many skills
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Scripting a success story, by Sonali Majumder
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Hay Group to set up its first knowledge centre in Gurgaon, by Vivek Sinha
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SAP bets big on e-governance, by Thanuja B M
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International Management: career wise, by Liz Reisberg
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Group: Personal Finance Taxation

Cheque out banking finance
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Taxation experts demystify VAT
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Govt set to retain fringe tax in budget
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Service tax structure may be made two-pronged,
by Tina Edwin Subhomoy Bhattacharjee
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Automobile textiles top on Budget sop list, by Subhomoy Bhattacharjee
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Budget likely to spare your PF, insurance, by Sidhartha Times of India, 20060121, Page: 1

Dont let this happen to you, by Sumit Gulati
Economic Times, 20060122, Page: 12

Kardata kai paas bhee kuch gunjaish rahene dein (Hindi), by N.N. Shanbagh
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Income tax assesses entitled to get compensation for belated refunds
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Group: Consumer Awareness

Now low-cholesterol ghee for diet-conscious, by Gautam Dheer
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Blood - supplying layer of the eye, by Dr. S. Mahipal Sachdev
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Eat vegetables and stay healthy, by Dr. R. Vatsayan
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Leg artery disease: walking helps
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Brain strokes : time is the essence, by Dr. Harsh Rastogi Tribune, 20060111, Page: 15

Shying away ! , by Bindu Madhavi Hindu, 20060111, Page: 6

Is your workplace noisy ?, by Bindu Sridhar Hindu, 20060111, Page: 6

What sup DOC?, by Sobha Menon Economic Times, 20060101, Page: 8
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Sorting tomatoes with optical sensors, by Rashmi Talwar Tribune, 20060117, Page: 15

Depression in winters, by Dr. Vikas Sharma Tribune, 20060118, Page: 15

Exercises for busy people, by Dr. R. Kumar Tribune, 20060118, Page: 15
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The mediterranean diet for long life, by Dr. R. Vatsayan Tribune, 20060125, Page: 15

Yoghurt could help stop spread of AIDS Tribune, 20060125, Page: 15

Vitamin -A deficiency : cure lies in prevention, by Dr. Mahipal S Sachdev Tribune, 20060125, Page: 15

Menopausal zone : the winter blues, by Dr. Meenal Kumar Tribune, 20060125, Page: 15

Music to treat ailments Tribune, 20060125, Page: 15

Silicon chip karegee logon kee jindgee mey ujala (Hindi), by Akhil Talwar
Amar Ujala, 20060125, Page: 10

Skip the salt : Excess salt can play a big role in water retention , by Sachin Kalra Indian Express, 20060125, Page: 3

Ayurveda gets a software touch, by Rituparna Bhuyan Indian Express, 20060131, Page: 7

**Group: Management Entrepreneurship**

Managers and mentoring , by Patricia Kitchen Tribune, 20060104, Page: 5

Service sector to dominate job mart Tribune, 20060104, Page: 6

Resign with dignity, by Amy Joyce Tribune, 20060104, Page: 2

Bond with the best, by Bindu Sridhar Hindu, 20060111, Page: 6

PSEB plans energy audit, by Gurpreet Singh Nibber Hindustan Times, 20060106, Page: 4

A paradigm shift, by Paromita Pain Hindu, 20060108, Page: 4

How to reward recognize award and thank people successfully Indian Express, 20060117, Page: 2

Punjab not interfere with cos hiring policy Economic Times, 20060117, Page: 3

Mirror attributes, by Kunal Guha Times of India, 20060118, Page: 1
NIIT tech axes 109 jobs Q3 net surges 36
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Establishment branch sandhey key gherey main (Hindi), by Aswani Kumar
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Panch minute main badal sakta hai itihash (Hindi), by N. Raghuraman
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Knowledge Commission to lay emphasis on use of traditional knowledge, by Anand S.T. Das
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Research the way to growth PM tells Science Congress
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Group: Economy Trade

Top-5 IT companies main 3 Bharti (Hindi), by Sanjay Pilay
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Reliance on major headhunt, by Sabarinath M
Hindustan Times, 20060105, Page: 12

L T draws up succession plan, by Rajesh Krishnan
Economic Times, 20060120, Page: 7

Can you bank on them?, by Pallavee Dhaundiyal-Panthery
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Fortune 500 cos setting up base in Gurgaon to double
Economic Times, 20060120, Page: 5

Group: Higher Technical Education

KU readies for golden jubilee celebrations, by Chitleen K. Sethi
Tribune, 20060109, Page: 11

Private colleges ask Punjab Government to scrap CET
Tribune, 20060109, Page: 6

Science kii padhai cartoon sai (Hindi), by Seyad Habeeb
Dainik Bhaskar, 20060109, Page: 5

All for the development of employees kids, by Neelam Sharma
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Religious reservation and AMU
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Scrap CET say private colleges managements
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Women varsity : Why ?, by Parveen Thukral
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Varsities must generate resources, by Bhalchandra Mungekar
Hindustan Times, 20060109, Page: 7

Not completely SmiTTen, by Ishani Duttagupta
Economic Times, 20060109, Page: 6

IITs IIMs to open doors for more, by Chetan Chauhan
Hindustan Times, 20060103, Page: 9

Engineering kii seats kai liye bhag dour shuru (Hindi), by Gulshan Kumar
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Counseling Board set up for tech education
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Women’s university for Haryana announced
Hindustan Times, 20060104, Page: 6

College won’t be cheap , by Chetan Chauhan
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Another honor for CNR Rao : He is the first recipient of the Indian Science Award 2004, by M. Rajeev
Hindu, 20060104, Page: 22

Sushma Berlia takes charge of NIT, by Jasdeep Malhotra
Hindustan Times, 20060104, Page: 4
Britain offers complete learning experience to foreign students, by Lakshmi B. Ghosh
Hindu, 20060111, Page: 4

DCM plans foray into engineering education, by Mayur Shekher Jha
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Rajasthan plan for life skills education
Hindu, 20060105, Page: 5

PEC may set 60
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PEC BoG to discuss new admission policy
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No CET for MBA admissions this year
Hindustan Times, 20060106, Page: 5

PEC aspirants need to score 60 pc in +2
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Rs 20- lakh grant for PU computer centre
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MHA wants tighter security at institutes, by Rajan Walia Times of India, 20060101, Page: 4

UGC funds gather dust at PU genome centre, by Swarleen Kaur Hindustan Times, 20060108, Page: 2

Science research institute for Punjab okayed
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Institutions need freedom : Narayananurthy
Hindu, 20060116, Page: 12

Calcutta University plans techo Campus
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ICSSR in wrong hands , by Amitabh Shukla
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IIM-B row : Murthy calls for freedom
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Uch siksha ko udoyo jessi ajadi miley (Hindi)
Dainik Bhaskar, 20060116, Page: 1

Brain activity linked to grammar, by Jeff Nesmith
Hindu, 20060118, Page: 11

Tribune, 20060116, Page: 2

Punjabi NRIs invest in promoting health education, by Chiteleen K Sethi
Tribune, 20060116, Page: 3

Decision on IIM-B is a loss to India: Singapore
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Education system should be revamped : Yash Pal
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But so many need education! , by Neelam Sharma
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Better institutions not more, by Atma Ram
Tribune, 20060117, Page: 15

Govt's IIM-B move raises hackles
Times of India, 20060117, Page: 7

Offers galore at Pune B-schools as companies
make a beeline, by Shagun Popli
Times of India, 20060117, Page: 7

JNU equivalence chart opposed
Hindu, 20060113, Page: 3

IIMs likely to partner Fuqua
Duke for MBA courses, by Urmi A Goswami
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EDI to cross Great Wall for training biz leaders
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No CET for TN students
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IIM -B hopeful of overseas jaunt
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Higher education needs overhaul
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Brain activity linked to grammar, by Jeff Nesmith
Hindu, 20060118, Page: 11
Central universities for North - East states soon
Tribune, 20060112, Page: 16

Engineering students attend HR summit
Tribune, 20060112, Page: 5

KU golden jubilee : Honoris causa conferred on Sridharan
Times of India, 20060112, Page: 2

Who should rate schools colleges?
Economic Times, 20060118, Page: 14

IIM koi company nahee : Arjun Singh (Hindi)
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PMK has no locus stand to raise CET issue says Jayalalithaa
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IIMs can still go global
Hindustan Times, 20060118, Page: 1

IIMs cannot go global as of now : Arjun
Times of India, 20060118, Page: 11

The Reservations riddle, by Kanti Bajpai
Times of India, 20060118, Page: 18

Anbumani a stumbling block in doing away with CET : Jaya
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Centre forms panel to review UGC - Net
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PEC to admit international students, by Swarleen Kaur
Hindustan Times, 20060119, Page: 2

Amend MoA before going abroad govt tells IIMs
Tribune, 20060119, Page: 20

UGC to release grant of Rs 13.41 lakh for Phd varsity
Times of India, 20060119, Page: 3

CD sasti hogee khsamta bhi bhadaygee (Hindi)
Dainik Bhaskar, 20060120, Page: 3

Ireland plans green cards for skilled immigrants,
by Ishani Duttagupta
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Rs 50 lakh sanctioned for MSc Course
Hindustan Times, 20060120, Page: 2

Stop MoAning IIMs tell HRD babus
Economic Times, 20060121, Page: 1

Foreign varsities woo Indian students
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IIM-plans to expand globally , by Jangveer Singh
Tribune, 20060121, Page: 24

IIM -B to amend rules to set shop abroad , by Amba Bakshi
Indian Express, 20060121, Page: 1+2

Kurukshetra varsity amends rule makes entrance exam mandatory for Ph.D aspirants, by Gautam Dheer
Indian Express, 20060122, Page: 4

Exporting education Just dough it !, by Sujata Dutta Sachdeva
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Going the distance : take the e- highway, by Anubha Sawhney
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Let a thousand IIMs bloom , by Jhimli Mukherjee
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PU to open regional centre at Bajwara
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Varsities deal with govt draws fire
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India and the global market for education, by John Makinson
Hindu, 20060123, Page: 10

Distant dream , by Manash Pratim Gohain
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Help-books ruining students, by Dharmendra Joshi
Tribune, 20060124, Page: 15
Prof Yash Pal gets Mukandians award
Tribune, 20060124, Page: 7

Singapore the new student destination? , by Neelam Sharma
Indian Express, 20060124, Page: 1

Back to basics : NCERT works on quality learning , by Urmia A Goswami
Economic Times, 20060124, Page: 13

Education fair begins on low key
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Result of CET held on January 15 2006 declared
Indian Express, 20060125, Page: 18

IIMB plans Singapore Sojourn in oct-Nov, by Thanuja B M
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Eminent scientist Prof Yash Pal gets Mukand Award
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How to become a millionaire academic , by Hasan Suroor
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Design new products use technology for poor
Indian Express, 20060126, Page: 3

Big firms to breathe new life into ITIs, by Mukesh Bhardwaj
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More ITIs poytechs to set up
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Education: experience of life time, by Meredith Curtin Siegel
Economic Times, 20060130, Page: 13

Managing it Right, by Will Makris
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MP for improving education system
Tribune, 20060130, Page: 17

New technology a boon for book lovers, by Bindu shajnan Perappadan
Hindu, 20060130, Page: 2

IIsc turns to MIT for aid in tech licensing
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Punjabi University signs MoU with US university
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Focus on promoting Muslims education
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Students prepare quake resistant building model
Hindu, 20060105, Page: 3

Group: Intellectual Property Rights

Patents and development, by Siddharth Narra
Hindu, 20060124, Page: 15

Group: Libraries, Museums and Archives

Long queues for library membership
Tribune, 20060116, Page: 2

PU library may fatik kitaboo kaa ambar (Hindi), by Aswani Kumar
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Official apathy ruining rare books
Tribune, 20060124, Page: 8

Group: Thapar Group, Thapar Technology Campus

Volunteers nee 102 unit rakatdann kia (Hindi)
Amar Ujala, 20060120, Page: 9

100 sey adhik vidyarthion duara rakatdann (Hindi)
Punjab Keseri, 20060120, Page: 6

102 units raketdaan kiya : Institute key NSS department ney lagaya camp (Hindi)
Dainik Bhaskar, 20060120, Page: 2